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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

Total number of commitments 
made at the 18th IACC 

3 

Total number of commitments 
selected for monitoring 

2 

 

Current level of progress in commitment implementation 
 

Number of fulfilled commitments 
 0 

Number of partially fulfilled commitments 
 2 

Number of commitments not fulfilled/dropped 
 0 

 

KEY CHALLENGES TO COMMITMENT IMPLEMENTATION 

1. Lack of transparency in the management of apparent conflicts of interest in state 
contracts: The rules and procedure manuals for citizen participation tools for the 
management of apparent conflicts of interest in state contracts are not publicly available. 
There is also a lack of transparency in the procedures carried out after declarations of 
interests have been received. This leads to a lack of the traceability needed for civil society, 
journalists and citizens to monitor the proposed mechanisms and hold the government 
accountable. 

2. Lack of citizen participation in the management of apparent conflicts of interest in 
state contracts, despite the availability of appropriate mechanisms: Even though 
citizen participation is formally proposed as an approach for the management of apparent 
conflicts of interest in state contracts, it is rarely used in practice. In addition, one of the 
mechanisms that provides for such participation, integrity pacts, often translates into the 
mere signing of a "declaration of integrity" and is seen as a box-checking exercise, with no 
real impact. 

3. Lack of transparency in public infrastructure contracts: Information on the inclusion of 
integrity clauses in public infrastructure contracts is not publicly available. This leads to a lack 
of the transparency needed for citizens and civil society to hold the government accountable 
for this commitment. 

4. Lack of transparency in the “Plan for Promotion of Integrity Programmes for Legal 
Entities”: The plan is not available on the Anti-Corruption Office website, nor was it provided 
for this report when asked via a public information request. The Anti-Corruption Office only 
provided a list of past activities, instead of a strategic plan that can be used to monitor 
systematically what has been implemented and what has not. 

5. Voluntary nature and lack of verification mechanism of the new Registry of Integrity 
and Transparency for Companies and Entities (RITE): The voluntary nature of RITE leads 
to the registry being incomplete, and there are no obligations for companies to commit to their 
integrity programmes. There are also no mechanisms to verify that the information provided 
by companies is legitimate. 
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KEY OPPORTUNITIES TO ACCELERATE COMMITMENT 

IMPLEMENTATION 

1. Reform of the Integrity and Public Ethics Bill, which proposes to update the integrity 
system in the national public administration in terms of digital transformation. The Bill was 
written through a public-participation mechanism in which citizens contributed to the reform 
with opinions, comments and suggestions. It has been sent by the Anti-Corruption Office to 
the Presidency of the Nation, but has not yet been sent to Congress for consideration. This 
public ethics reform bill offers an opportunity to make declarations of interest available to the 
public using open data standards. 

2. Partnership with the Mexican Chapter of the World Compliance Association (WCA): 
The Anti-Corruption Office is working with the Mexican Chapter of the WCA on integrity 
platforms promoted in both countries: the Registry of Integrity and Transparency for 
Companies and Entities of Argentina (RITE) and the Register of Business Integrity of Mexico.1 
This joint work can help Argentina learn more about best practices.   

3. Open Government Partnership (OGP) National Action Plan: Argentina is currently 

working on the fifth OGP National Action Plan. Topics that the commitments will address 
include participation and citizen control in public works,2 which offers an opportunity to 
deepen and strengthen citizen participation. The plan will be implemented at the national 
level between October 2022 and December 2024. 

4. Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD): Argentina could 
benefit from the experience of the OECD as a standard-setter for global anti-corruption and 
integrity. The organisation could also help Argentina address the challenges of fighting 
corruption and promoting international cooperation. 

 

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 

Improve the implementation of existing commitments. 
1. Reintroduce public-private partnership contracting.  
2. Make registration in the Registry of Integrity and Transparency for Companies and Entities 

(RITE) mandatory for companies and include a verification mechanism for the information 
they provide. 

3. Improve the visibility of declarations of interest published on the Anti-Corruption Office 
website. 

4. Publish the rules and procedure manuals for the management of apparent conflicts of 
interest in state contracting. In addition, publish steps in the procedures carried out after the 
submission of a declaration of interests, to ensure transparency over which mechanism was 
chosen and why. 

5. Train public officials and private-sector actors contracting with the state in how to complete 
the "Sworn Declaration of Interests".  

Make new commitments to close existing anti-corruption gaps. Within the framework of a new 

Public Ethics Bill, the Anti-Corruption Agency should: 

6. Increase citizen participation in the management of conflicts of interest.  
7. Create a whistleblower protection programme. 
8. Develop a public integrity policy with a clear definition of “integrity”. 
9. Make declarations of interest available to the public via the Anti-Corruption Office website 

using open data standards. 
10. Develop a sanctions regime for breaches of public ethics regulations. 

 
1 Argentina Republic, Mexico and Argentina presented their platforms for the development of integrity in companies, 
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/noticias/mexico-y-argentina-presentaron-sus-plataformas-para-el-desarrollo-de-
integridad-en-empresas 
2 https://www.argentina.gob.ar/jefatura/innovacion-publica/servicios-y-pais-digital/gobierno-abierto/quinto-plan-de-
accion-talleres  

https://www.argentina.gob.ar/noticias/mexico-y-argentina-presentaron-sus-plataformas-para-el-desarrollo-de-integridad-en-empresas
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/noticias/mexico-y-argentina-presentaron-sus-plataformas-para-el-desarrollo-de-integridad-en-empresas
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/jefatura/innovacion-publica/servicios-y-pais-digital/gobierno-abierto/quinto-plan-de-accion-talleres
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/jefatura/innovacion-publica/servicios-y-pais-digital/gobierno-abierto/quinto-plan-de-accion-talleres
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INTRODUCTION 

The 18th International Anti-Corruption Conference (IACC) in Copenhagen featured a series of high-

level meetings among countries in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

(OECD), non-OECD countries, and international and regional organisations. As part of these 

meetings, participants made a set of statements on the steps that each intends to take to make 

progress in the field of anti-corruption, based on existing commitments, such as Open Government 

Partnership (OGP) action plans, the UK Summit, the United Nations Convention against Corruption 

(UNCAC), OECD instruments and the Sustainable Development Goals.3 Participants at the high-level 

meetings agreed to establish a follow-up mechanism engaging all stakeholders (including 

governments, international and regional organisations, companies and civil society) in monitoring the 

implementation of these commitments.  

The aims of the follow-up mechanism are to: 

 assess the level of progress towards implementation of the commitments 

 provide further analysis on, and complement, other reporting mechanisms 

 focus on the qualitative nature of the commitments, rather than quantitative scoring or ranking 

 provide insights into what has and has not worked, and why 

 provide insights into the opportunities and challenges for implementation, as a basis for 
understanding where technical support should be targeted. 

 

The follow-up mechanism aims to capture the context and conditions under which the commitments 

are being implemented, as well as recording progress in their implementation. It provides further 

analysis on, and complements, other reporting mechanisms, rather than duplicating them.  

This report presents the results of the first round of monitoring for Argentina. It contains the following 

sections: 

1. Filtering of commitments: the results of our selecting Argentina's commitments for monitoring, 
based on an assessment of their level of specificity and measurability. 

2. Analysis of Argentina's context: a brief analysis of the extent to which the commitments 
overall are considered pertinent to the country context. 

3. Progress in implementing the commitments: the level of progress toward the commitments 
selected for monitoring, and challenges and opportunities for implementation. 

4. Recommendations: key recommendations to accelerate commitment implementation. 
 

 
3 Transparency International, 18th IACC high-level segment commitments, https://iaccseries.org/18th-iacc/18th-iacc-

high-level-segment-commitments/ 

https://iaccseries.org/18th-iacc/18th-iacc-high-level-segment-commitments/
https://iaccseries.org/18th-iacc/18th-iacc-high-level-segment-commitments/
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FILTERING OF COMMITMENTS 

In total, Argentina presented three commitments at the 18th IACC in 2018. Of these, we consider all 

three feasible to monitor, based on their level of specificity and measurability, as presented below. 

COMMITMENT 1: Implement the High-Level Reporting Mechanism in the bidding process for 

the Safe Highway and Roads Network Project. 

IS THE COMMITMENT SPECIFIC? NO 

 

Even though this commitment identifies a sufficiently narrow anti-corruption mechanism, it is not 

considered specific, because the bidding process ended in June 2018, before the commitment was 

made at the IACC in October 2018.4 The Safe Highway and Roads Network Project was a public-

private partnership infrastructure project that included the construction of roads and railways, and 

the paving of six road corridors in five provinces.5 The High-Level Reporting Mechanism is a specific 

protocol for reporting or filing alerts over ethical irregularities during the bidding for public-private 

partnership contracts.6 Such irregularities include bribery or attempted bribery, conflicts of interest, 

or influence peddling.7 

IS THE COMMITMENT 
MEASURABLE? 

NO 

 

Even though the commitment identifies several measurable actions in relation to the High-Level 

Reporting Mechanism during the bidding process for the Safe Highway and Roads Network Project, 

these actions had already been implemented before the commitment was made, and are therefore 

not measurable.  
 

IS THE COMMITMENT SELECTED 
FOR MONITORING 

NO 

 

COMMITMENT 2: Implement integrity guidelines for better compliance with articles 22 and 23 

of Law 27 401 on Criminal Liability of Legal Persons. 

IS THE COMMITMENT SPECIFIC? YES 

 

 
4 See Annex 2. 
5 Anti-Corruption Office, Anti-Corruption Office Management Report 2015-2019, p.57,   
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/sites/default/files/informe_de_gestion_oa_2015-2019_1.pdf 
6 Boletín Oficial de la República Argentina, Law Nª 27.328, 
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/154833/20161130?busqueda=1  
; Boletín Oficial de la República Argentina, Executive Order N° 118/2017, Annex I, Art. 24, 
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/159233/20170220  
7 Anti-Corruption Office, Anti-Corruption Office Management Report, 
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/sites/default/files/informe_de_gestion_oa_2015-2019_1.pdf  

https://www.argentina.gob.ar/sites/default/files/informe_de_gestion_oa_2015-2019_1.pdf
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/154833/20161130?busqueda=1
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/159233/20170220
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/sites/default/files/informe_de_gestion_oa_2015-2019_1.pdf
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The commitment can be considered specific because it refers to implementing a concrete policy 

instrument: the integrity guidelines defined by the Law on Criminal Liability of Legal Persons.8 

These guidelines are procedures to prevent, detect and correct irregularities and illegal acts. The 

Anti-Corruption Office further specified these guidelines in Resolution 27/2018, which was adopted 

in the same month as the 18th IACC, October 2018.9 They therefore existed before the commitment 

was made. However, within the framework of the national anti-corruption plan,10 there are three 

more specific commitments related to implementing the integrity guidelines:11 

2.1 Commitment 4 (execution period: 2019) requires all suppliers interested in contracting 

with the national administration to sign specific integrity commitments. However, it is not 

specified what an integrity commitment entails.  

2.2 Commitment 116 (execution period: 2020-2023) includes implementing a promotion and 

dissemination plan for the regulatory framework for integrity in public-private partnership 

contracts. It also aims at promoting training and dissemination activities in specific sectors 

at national, provincial and municipal levels. 

2.3 Commitment 117 (execution period: 2020) includes a process to map companies that 

declare, within public procurement processes, that they have integrity standards. 

IS THE COMMITMENT 
MEASURABLE? 

YES 

 

This commitment is measurable because it identifies the implementation of integrity guidelines as 

a clear action. How this will be achieved is further defined in the national anti-corruption plan:  

1. Include integrity clauses in public contracting (the content of these clauses is not specified)  

2. Implement the "Plan for the Promotion of Integrity Programmes for Legal Entities"   

3. Develop a mapping process for companies that declare they have integrity standards, for 
use in purchasing, contracting and public works processes. 
 

IS THE COMMITMENT SELECTED 
FOR MONITORING 

YES 

 

COMMITMENT 3: Implementation of transparency and citizen participation tools under 

Executive Order 202/2017 for the Management of Apparent Conflicts of Interest in State 

Contracts (Executive Order 202/2017). 

IS THE COMMITMENT SPECIFIC? YES 

 

The commitment focuses on introducing an obligation by the Anti-Corruption Office to establish a 

specific procedure for managing situations that could constitute an apparent conflict of interest. 

 
8 Boletín Oficial de la República Argentina, Law Nº 27.401, 
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/175501/20171201?busqueda=1 
9 Boletín Oficial de la República Argentina, Resolution 27/2018, 
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/193241/20181004?busqueda=1 
10 Boletín Oficial de la República Argentina, Executive Order 258/2019, Annex 1, 
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/205233/20190411?busqueda=1 
11 Anti-Corruption Office, Guidelines for the implementation of integrity programmes, 
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/anticorrupcion/prevencion/transparencia/lineamientos 

https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/175501/20171201?busqueda=1
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/193241/20181004?busqueda=1
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/205233/20190411?busqueda=1
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/anticorrupcion/prevencion/transparencia/lineamientos
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This procedure requires anyone who wants to contract with the state to submit a "Sworn 

Declaration of Interests", including declaring any link with members of the government's highest 

authorities. Failure to do so will incur strict sanctions, including being barred from contracting with 

the state. Links with an official which potential contractors must declare include:12 

 a blood relationship to the fourth degree and in-law-relationship to the second 
degree 

 a company or association 

 pending legal action 

 being a debtor or creditor 

 having received significant benefits 

 having a public friendship evidenced by greater familiarity or frequent interaction. 

If the declaration of interests suggests the existence of any of these links, the following process 

must be applied:  

a) Submit the "Sworn Declaration of Interests" to the Anti-Corruption Office and the Office of the 

Auditor-General within three days of receipt. 

b) The Anti-Corruption Office must publish every step of the procedures on its website. 

(c) The state agency wishing to enter a contract should adopt, in a well-founded manner and 

involving the Anti-Corruption Office and the General Syndicate of the Nation (SIGEN), at least 

one of the following mechanisms:13 

I. Signing of integrity pacts: An agreement in which the parties commit to acting with 

transparency, ethics and integrity, subject to the responsibilities established in each case. 

The parties involved must refrain from giving or offering money or any gift to influence public 

officials or employees. The signed pact may establish as a sanction exclusion from the 

bidding procedure or the corresponding process in case of non-compliance.  

II. Participation of social witnesses: Any person or group of people belonging to civil society, 

the scientific or academic community, or professional associations, designated by 

organisations or entities to exercise control over the development and execution of public 

contracting procedures. The witnesses must verify whether the process is carried out in 

accordance with legal criteria and international standards of transparency and integrity. 

III. Special oversight by control agencies: One or more national public-sector control bodies 

(for example, the Anti-Corruption Office and the Attorney General’s Office of Administrative 

Investigations) carries out a control procedure over an apparent conflict of interest. In 

response to a public information request about what kind of control procedures are carried 

out, the Anti-Corruption Office clarified that the respective control agency should make 

recommendations to actively encourage more transparency in public contracting. 

IV. Public hearings: These seek to allow and promote effective citizen participation, 

addressing in a transparent and public manner the opinions, proposals, experiences, 

knowledge and existing information on the issues raised for consultation. Any person who 

invokes a right or interest related to the issue to be discussed may participate in a public 

hearing. Neither Executive Order N° 202/2017 nor a request by Poder Ciudadano for public 

information specifies how or where the public hearings should take place. In an interview for 

 
12 Boletín Oficial de la República Argentina, Executive Order Nº 202/2017, 
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/160466/20170322?busqueda=1. These mechanisms were 
specified in more detail in response to a request by Poder Ciudadano for access to public information. 
13 Annex 3. 

https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/160466/20170322?busqueda=1
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this report, the Director of Transparency Policy Planning at the Anti-Corruption Office, 

revealed that this mechanism has never been implemented. 

IS THE COMMITMENT 
MEASURABLE? 

YES 

 

The commitment can be measured by monitoring whether the procedure and any of the control 

mechanisms were applied after a "Sworn Declaration of Interests" was submitted. 

IS THE COMMITMENT SELECTED 
FOR MONITORING 

YES 
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COUNTRY CONTEXT 

The issue of corruption in Argentina is significant. The country has a long history of deficiencies in the 

anti-corruption framework that lead to corrupt behaviour not being investigated and punished. The 

situation was exacerbated during the Covid-19 pandemic, which created new opportunities for 

corruption to flourish as the National Public Administration (Administración Pública Nacional, APN) 

implemented an opaque system of emergency funds,14 with only minimal accountability mechanisms 

– for example, contracts for the acquisition of vaccines, which were not publicly accessible and 

contained confidentiality clauses.15 This situation was reflected in the country's latest score on 

Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) 2021.16 Argentina ranked 96 out of 

180 countries, with its score falling by four points compared to the previous year, to 39 out of 100 –  

below the global average of 43. The lack of transparency in public procurement and contracting,17 the 

discretionary vaccination scheme (VIP vaccination),18 and government officials' unethical behaviour 

could explain this drop. For example, the president Alberto Fernandez held an illegal birthday party 

on July 2020 for his partner at the presidential residence when the country was under strict lockdown.19  

According to Transparency International’s Global Corruption Barometer (GCB) 2019,20 56 per cent of 

people in Argentina think that most or all government officials are involved in corruption. Almost half 

– 49 per cent – of people thought corruption had increased in the previous 12 months and 67 per cent 

believed Argentina's government was doing poorly in tackling corruption.21 

In terms of freedom of expression, association and assembly, the Office of the Special Rapporteur for 

Freedom of Expression of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights raised concerns about 

unusual surveillance activities, or “cyber patrolling”, on social media by national security forces. This 

online surveillance reportedly resulted in arrests and the opening of federal cases for the crime of 

public intimidation against people posting content about Covid-19 that differed from official 

information.22 The "Freedom in the World 2022" index, which analyses political rights and civil liberties, 

rated the country with 84 points out of 100.23  According to its publisher, Freedom House, "Argentina 

is a vibrant representative democracy with competitive elections, lively media and civil society sectors, 

 
14 Poder Ciudadano, Public Purchasing and Contracting Observatory in the Framework of COVID-19,  
https://poderciudadano.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Informe_Observatorio-de-ComprasCOVID19.pdf  
15 Poder Ciudadano, Regulatory risk analysis of the law on vaccines intended to generate acquired immunity against 
COVID-19 (Law No. 27,573/20), https://vacunas.poderciudadano.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/COVID-19-Vacunas-
Analisis-de-Riesgos-Normativos.pdf 
16 Transparency International, Corruption Perceptions Index 2021, Argentina, 
https://www.transparency.org/en/cpi/2021/index/arg 
17 Poder Ciudadano, Public Purchasing and Contracting Observatory in the Framework of COVID-19, 
https://poderciudadano.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Informe_Observatorio-de-ComprasCOVID19.pdf  
18 Buenos Aires Times, Argentina's government struggles to contain ‘VIP vaccine’ scandal, 
https://www.batimes.com.ar/news/argentina/government-struggles-to-contain-vip-vaccine-scandal.phtml  
19 Buenos Aires Times, President Fernández under fire for Olivos birthday party during lockdown, 
https://www.batimes.com.ar/news/argentina/president-fernandez-under-fire-for-olivos-birthday-party-during-
lockdown.phtml  
20 Transparency International, Corruption Global Barometer 2019, Argentina, 
https://www.transparency.org/en/gcb/latin-america/latin-america-and-the-caribbean-x-edition-2019/results/arg 
21 Transparency International, Global Corruption Barometer 2019, Argentina, 
https://www.transparency.org/en/gcb/latin-america/latin-america-and-the-caribbean-x-edition-2019/results/arg 
22 Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Annual Report of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 
2020, https://www.buenosaires.gob.ar/sites/gcaba/files/informe_anual_cidh_2020.pdf  
23 Freedom House, Argentina, https://freedomhouse.org/country/argentina/freedom-world/2022  

https://poderciudadano.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Informe_Observatorio-de-ComprasCOVID19.pdf
https://vacunas.poderciudadano.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/COVID-19-Vacunas-Analisis-de-Riesgos-Normativos.pdf
https://vacunas.poderciudadano.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/COVID-19-Vacunas-Analisis-de-Riesgos-Normativos.pdf
https://www.transparency.org/en/cpi/2021/index/arg
https://poderciudadano.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Informe_Observatorio-de-ComprasCOVID19.pdf
https://www.batimes.com.ar/news/argentina/government-struggles-to-contain-vip-vaccine-scandal.phtml
https://www.batimes.com.ar/news/argentina/president-fernandez-under-fire-for-olivos-birthday-party-during-lockdown.phtml
https://www.batimes.com.ar/news/argentina/president-fernandez-under-fire-for-olivos-birthday-party-during-lockdown.phtml
https://www.transparency.org/en/gcb/latin-america/latin-america-and-the-caribbean-x-edition-2019/results/arg
https://www.transparency.org/en/gcb/latin-america/latin-america-and-the-caribbean-x-edition-2019/results/arg
https://www.buenosaires.gob.ar/sites/gcaba/files/informe_anual_cidh_2020.pdf
https://freedomhouse.org/country/argentina/freedom-world/2022
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and unfettered public debate. Economic instability, corruption in the government and judiciary are 

among the country's most serious challenges."24 

Despite numerous incidents of grand corruption, Argentina's justice system performs poorly in 

investigating and punishing corruption. Among the main reasons is the lack of judicial independence 

from the executive and legislative branches of state. This results in overlapping responsibilities and 

uncoordinated efforts to tackle corruption, which are frequently reported by the media.25 

A group of civil society organisations that includes Poder Ciudadano26 argues that one of the most 

worrying problems in Argentina’s anti-corruption system is the inefficient and slow functioning of the 

judiciary in its role as investigator and punisher of corruption.27 In addition, the current integrity system 

lacks proper mechanisms for protecting whistleblowers, witnesses and informants of corruption, 

enabling impunity.28  

Over the years, there have been various government commitments to strengthen the legal framework, 

policies and institutions. Since 1999, Argentina has had an Anti-Corruption Office to strengthen ethics 

and integrity in the national public administration, state-owned companies and any other public or 

private entity in which the state participates or which receives state contributions as its main source 

of funding. However, because this agency is within the orbit of the executive, its authority and the 

planning of its activities are subject to political fluctuations.29 

For example, during 2018-2019, the Anti-Corruption Office prepared a National Anti-Corruption Plan 

for 2019-2023, approved through Decree 258/2019.30 However, during 2020, a change of 

management meant a review of the plan, which resulted in a National Integrity Strategy.31 Although 

both the plan and the strategy aimed to address gaps in Argentina’s anti-corruption framework, 

structural reform of the regulations is needed – in particular, a new Public Ethics Law and an update 

of the regulations for funding civic infrastructure32 and the Public Procurement Decree.33  

Argentina has been part of the Open Government Partnership since 2012,34 and has developed four 

action plans, co-created with civil society. Since 2016, the country has also implemented numerous 

reforms that promote more transparency, control and accountability to prevent corruption, through the 

Law on Criminal Liability of Legal Entities35 and the Law on Access to Public Information.36 The former 

defines the criminal liability of legal persons for corruption crimes, including transnational and 

 
24 Freedom House, Argentina, https://freedomhouse.org/country/argentina/freedom-world/2022 
25 Insight Crime, Corruption cases persist in Argentina's federal justice system, 
https://es.insightcrime.org/noticias/persisten-casos-corrupcion-justicia-federal-argentina/  
26 Poder Ciudadano, Directorio Legislativo, ACIJ, AFDA, Cultura Democrática, Fundación Nuestra Mendoza, Fundeps, 
Ruido and Techo. 
27 OCC, Argentina Report – Follow-up on the Lima Agreement. Citizen Corruption Observatory, https://occ-
america.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Informe-Argentina_ENG.pdf (Page 21) 
28 OCC, Argentina Report – Follow-up on the Lima Agreement. Citizen Corruption Observatory, https://occ-
america.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Informe-Argentina_ENG.pdf  
29 Anti-Corruption Office Argentina, Decree 102/99, http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/60000-
64999/61724/norma.htm  
30 Decree 258/2019. https://www.argentina.gob.ar/normativa/nacional/decreto-258-2019-322013/texto 
31 Anti-Corruption Office Argentina, Working document on the design of the National Integrity Strategy, 
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/sites/default/files/documento_de_trabajo_sobre_el_diseno_de_la_estrategia_nacional_de
_integridad.pdf  
32 Ministry of Justice Argentina, Law Nº. 13.064, http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/35000-
39999/38542/norma.htm 
33 Ministry of Justice Argentina, Decree Nº 1023/2001, http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/65000-
69999/68396/texact.htm 
34  Argentina has been part of the OGP since 2012. https://www.argentina.gob.ar/jefatura/innovacion-publica/servicios-
y-pais-digital/gobierno-abierto/argentina-en-ogp  
35 Boletín Oficial de la República Argentina, Law Nº 27.401, 
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/175501/20171201?busqueda=1 
36 Boletín Oficial de la República Argentina, Law Nº 27.275, 
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/151503/20160929?busqueda=1   

https://freedomhouse.org/country/argentina/freedom-world/2022
https://es.insightcrime.org/noticias/persisten-casos-corrupcion-justicia-federal-argentina/
https://occ-america.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Informe-Argentina_ENG.pdf
https://occ-america.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Informe-Argentina_ENG.pdf
https://occ-america.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Informe-Argentina_ENG.pdf
https://occ-america.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Informe-Argentina_ENG.pdf
http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/60000-64999/61724/norma.htm
http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/60000-64999/61724/norma.htm
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/sites/default/files/documento_de_trabajo_sobre_el_diseno_de_la_estrategia_nacional_de_integridad.pdf
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/sites/default/files/documento_de_trabajo_sobre_el_diseno_de_la_estrategia_nacional_de_integridad.pdf
http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/35000-39999/38542/norma.htm
http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/35000-39999/38542/norma.htm
http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/65000-69999/68396/texact.htm
http://servicios.infoleg.gob.ar/infolegInternet/anexos/65000-69999/68396/texact.htm
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/jefatura/innovacion-publica/servicios-y-pais-digital/gobierno-abierto/argentina-en-ogp
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/jefatura/innovacion-publica/servicios-y-pais-digital/gobierno-abierto/argentina-en-ogp
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/175501/20171201?busqueda=1
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/151503/20160929?busqueda=1
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domestic bribery, influence peddling, negotiations incompatible with the fulfilment of public functions, 

extortion, embezzlement, and false or aggravated balance sheets and reports.37 The Law on Access 

to Public Information guarantees citizens’ right to access public information and promotes citizen 

participation and transparency in public management.38 

With its IACC commitments, Argentina aims to apply new approaches to better manage risks in public 

contracting. Although the government made only three commitments at the conference, these address 

notable weak spots, such as bribery, lack of transparency and conflict of interests. 

The commitment on the "High-Level Reporting Mechanism in the bidding process of the Safe Highway 

and Roads Network Project" was not ambitious, as Argentina already had reporting channels such as 

the Anti-Corruption Office report form39 or the Office of Administrative Investigations form.40. Opening 

new reporting channels without incentives to report and safeguards such as whistleblower protection 

or an independent judiciary will be ineffective in tackling corruption. 

Guidelines published by the Anti-Corruption Office were the first official document to address the 

commitment to "implement integrity guidelines for better compliance with articles 22 and 23 of Law 

27.401 on the Criminal Liability of Legal Persons". The proposal for a Registry of Integrity and 

Transparency for Companies and Entities (RITE) aims to provide a registry of all companies and 

entities with an integrity programme, accompanied by a toolbox including training materials. However, 

being voluntary, the registry is not complete and there are no obligations for companies to commit to 

their integrity programmes.41 There are also no mechanisms to verify that the information provided by 

companies is legitimate. 

In relation to the commitment on "tools of transparency and citizen participation under Executive Order 

202/2017", the executive order obliges the entity developing the bidding process to apply one of the 

mechanisms outlined in the order. According to the Director of Transparency Policy Planning, state 

contracting parties often choose a mechanism without citizen participation, such as public hearings or 

social witnesses, in an attempt to avoid delaying the bidding process.42 The executive order does not 

differentiate between the existing alternatives, even when they involve citizen participation to a lesser 

extent.  

Overall, Argentina’s 2018 IACC commitments cover very niche topics with little impact on improving 

the overall anti-corruption framework of the country. However, the Anti-Corruption Office is working 

on a new Public Ethics Bill which proposes more ambitious goals to tackle corruption. This 

incorporates numerous changes and was written through the collective participation process 

established in the General Regulations for the Participative Elaboration of Norms, approved by 

Article 3° of Decree No. 1172/03 (Annex V).43 Poder Ciudadano proposed modifications regarding 

whistleblower protection, the sworn declarations system and conflict of interest, and provided a 

definition of “integrity”. These included that the government create a protection programme for 

whistleblowers, witnesses and victims of crimes against the public administration, which would 

provide physical protection and advice on the judicial process. They also included changing the 

 
37 Boletín Oficial de la República Argentina, Law Nº 27.401, 
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/175501/20171201?busqueda=1  
38 Boletín Oficial de la República Argentina, Law Nº 27.275, 
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/151503/20160929?busqueda=1   
39 Ministry of Justice Argentina, Complaint form of the Anti-Corruption Office, http://denuncias.anticorrupcion.gob.ar/  
40 Public Prosecutor’s Office, Complaints, https://www.mpf.gob.ar/pia/denuncias/  
41 Anti-Corruption Office Argentina, Registry of Integrity and Transparency for Companies and Entities, 
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/sites/default/files/rite_consideraciones_generales_junio2021.pdf  
42 See Annex 4. Meeting Minutes: Interview with the Director of Transparency Policy Planning of the Anti-Corruption 
Office 
43 Anti-Corruption Office Argentina, Participatory preparation of the Public Integrity and Ethics Law project, 
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/noticias/elaboracion-participativa-del-proyecto-de-ley-de-integridad-y-etica-publica 

https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/175501/20171201?busqueda=1
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/151503/20160929?busqueda=1
http://denuncias.anticorrupcion.gob.ar/
https://www.mpf.gob.ar/pia/denuncias/
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/sites/default/files/rite_consideraciones_generales_junio2021.pdf
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/noticias/elaboracion-participativa-del-proyecto-de-ley-de-integridad-y-etica-publica
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proposed definitions of conflict of interest, which mentions the "public interest" instead of the "public 

duty" recommended by the OECD,44 and of integrity, which should be based on four pillars: 

 ethical exercise of public functions 

 transparency and maximum disclosure of acts of the public administration 

 participation and social control of public management 

 accountability.  

In addition, these actions, mechanisms and procedures must be designed taking into account the 

entire "anti-corruption value chain": prevention, detection, investigation, sanction, recovery and repair 

of the damage caused.45   

  

 
44 OECD, Managing Conflict of Interest in the Public Service, https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/governance/managing-
conflict-of-interest-in-the-public-service_9789264104938-en 
45 See Annex 5. 

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/governance/managing-conflict-of-interest-in-the-public-service_9789264104938-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/governance/managing-conflict-of-interest-in-the-public-service_9789264104938-en
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PROGRESS ON COMMITMENT 
IMPLEMENTATION 

 

COMMITMENT 2: Implement integrity guidelines for better compliance with sections 22 and 

23 of Law 27 401 on Criminal Liability of Legal Persons. 

THEMATIC AREA: 4. Business Integrity 

COMMITMENT TIMEFRAME: October 2018-March 2020 

COMMITMENT SOURCE: Anti-Corruption Strategy46 and the UK Anti-Corruption Summit47 

Current level of progress in commitment implementation 
 

Fulfilled 
  

Partially fulfilled 
 

X 

Not fulfilled/dropped 
 

 

When this commitment was made, the Anti-Corruption Office had already specified the integrity 

guidelines in Resolution 27/2018. This means the commitment is a description of an existing anti-

corruption framework. However, within the framework of the National Anti-Corruption Plan 

(Executive Order 258/2019), the Anti-Corruption Office added three more specific commitments48 

related to implementing the integrity guidelines:  

1. The inclusion of integrity clauses in public infrastructure contracts 

In the Public, National and International Tender for the Waterway Main Navigable Way, the bidding 

terms included a chapter on Integrity and Transparency, and incorporated conditions of integrity 

and transparency clauses.49 

However, there is no public evidence that integrity clauses were included in other public 

infrastructure contracts. When we requested this information from the Anti-Corruption Office for this 

report, they responded to the request without providing information on the contracts in which 

integrity clauses were implemented.50  

 
46 Boletín Oficial de la República Argentina, National Anti-Corruption Plan (2019-2023), 
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/205233/20190411 
47 UK Anti-Corruption Summit, Argentina’s Commitments, 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/522967/Argentina.pd
f 
48 Anti-Corruption Office Argentina, Guidelines for the implementation of integrity programmes, 
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/anticorrupcion/prevencion/transparencia/lineamientos  
49 Ministry of Transport, “Integrity and Transparency Clauses to be Included in the Waterway Tender Specifications”, 
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/transporte/via-navegable-troncal/clausulas-de-integridad-y-transparencia-para-incorporar-
al-pliego-de-licitacion-de-la-hidrovia 
50 See Annex 6. 

https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/205233/20190411
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/522967/Argentina.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/522967/Argentina.pdf
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/anticorrupcion/prevencion/transparencia/lineamientos
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/transporte/via-navegable-troncal/clausulas-de-integridad-y-transparencia-para-incorporar-al-pliego-de-licitacion-de-la-hidrovia
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/transporte/via-navegable-troncal/clausulas-de-integridad-y-transparencia-para-incorporar-al-pliego-de-licitacion-de-la-hidrovia
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2. Implementation of a "Plan for Promotion of Integrity Programmes for Legal Entities "   

The Plan for Promotion of Integrity Programmes for Legal Entities includes training and 

dissemination activities in specific sectors, such as small and medium-sized enterprises, at 

national, provincial and municipal levels. There is no public information about this plan, and when 

asked in a public information request for this report,51 the Anti-Corruption Office provided only a list 

of past activities, instead of a strategic plan that can be used to monitor systematically what has 

been implemented and what has not. In 2021, the office organised two courses under the 

framework for "Integrity and Public Ethics Guidelines: essential aspects of corporate responsibility 

for corruption (Law No. 27,401)". This activity aimed to develop the essential aspects of the 

corporate responsibility regime, conceptualise an integrity programme and explore the main legal 

effects of its adoption by companies. The Anti-Corruption Office has also carried out meetings and 

roundtables with the private sector in order to create a space for permanent dialogue over collective 

action, and form a community to debate and produce transparency policies. In terms of the 

dissemination and external communication of RITE (see below), the Anti-Corruption Office held 

workshops with the Argentine Union of State Suppliers (Unión Argentina de Proveedores del 

Estado) and the German and British Chambers of Commerce.52 

3. Mapping companies that declare they have integrity programmes 

The Anti-Corruption Office launched the first voluntary integrity and transparency registry for 

companies and entities in Argentina in May 2022, RITE.53 The registry aims to contribute to the 

development, improvement and maturity of organisational integrity programmes,54 exchange good 

practices, and promote transparent environments in businesses and markets. RITE's approach is 

twofold: the registry itself, which allows companies and entities to make their commitment to ethical 

business visible, and the toolbox, to support the development of integrity programmes and help 

public entities improve their understanding of the integrity programmes of companies they 

contract.55  

Overall, this commitment is considered only partially fulfilled. 

Challenges to effective commitment implementation 

 

1. Lack of transparency in public infrastructure contracts: Information on the inclusion of 
integrity clauses in public infrastructure contracts is not publicly available. This leads to lack 
of the transparency needed for citizens and civil society to hold the government accountable 
for this commitment. 

2. Lack of transparency of the Plan for Promotion of Integrity Programmes for Legal 
Entities: The plan is not available on the Anti-Corruption Office website, nor did the office 
provide it when asked in a public information request for this report. The Anti-Corruption 
Office only provided a list of past activities, instead of a strategic plan that can be used to 
monitor systematically what has been implemented and what has not. 

3. Voluntary nature and lack of verification mechanism of the new Registry of Integrity 
and Transparency for Companies and Entities (RITE): The voluntary nature of RITE 
leads to the registry being incomplete, and there are no obligations for companies to commit 
to their integrity programmes. There are also no mechanisms to verify that the information 
provided by companies is legitimate. 
 

 
51 See Annex 7. 
52 See Annex 8. 
53 Anti-Corruption Office Argentina, RITE, https://www.rite.gob.ar 
54 Integrity programmes being defined by Law Nº 27.401 are the set of actions and mechanisms to promote integrity, 
supervision and control, aimed at preventing, detecting and correcting irregularities and illicit acts covered by this law. 
55 Anti-Corruption Office Argentina, RITE, https://www.rite.gob.ar 

https://www.rite.gob.ar/
https://www.rite.gob.ar/
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Opportunities to accelerate commitment implementation 

 

The Anti-Corruption Office is working with the Mexican Chapter of the World Compliance 

Association on integrity platforms promoted in both countries: RITE in Argentina and the Register 

of Business Integrity of Mexico.56 Argentina can benefit from this joined work through learning 

more about best practices.   

Recommendations 

 

 Promote the "Guidelines for the implementation of integrity programmes"57 created by the 
Anti-Corruption Office by making them more accessible. The guidelines provide technical 
guidance for the design, implementation and self-assessment of integrity programmes, and 
are aimed at companies and other legal entities, civil society organisations, state agencies, 
operators of the justice system and the expert professional community. Currently, the 
guidelines are not visible enough and very difficult to access on the Anti-Corruption Office 
website, requiring a specially targeted search.  

 Include in the registry not only private companies and public entities, but other entities 
such as cooperatives. 

 Make registration mandatory for companies and include a verification mechanism for the 
information they provide. 

 

 
COMMITMENT 3: Implementation of transparency and citizen participation tools under 

Executive Order 202/2017 for the Management of Apparent Conflicts of Interest in State 

Contracts. 

THEMATIC AREA: 2. Public Integrity 

COMMITMENT TIMEFRAME: October 2018-March 2020 

COMMITMENT SOURCE: UK Anti-Corruption Summit58 

Current level of progress in commitment implementation 

Fulfilled 
  

Partially fulfilled 
 

X 

Not fulfilled/dropped 
 

 

This commitment adds to existing legislation, Executive Order Nº 202/2017,59 and introduces an 

obligation for the Anti-Corruption Office to carry out a specific procedure for managing situations 

 
56 Argentina Republic, Mexico and Argentina presented their platforms for the development of integrity in companies, 
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/noticias/mexico-y-argentina-presentaron-sus-plataformas-para-el-desarrollo-de-
integridad-en-empresas 
57 Anti-Corruption Office Argentina, Guidelines for implementation of integrity programmes, 
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/sites/default/files/lineamientos_para_la_implementacion.pdf 
58 UK Anti-Corruption Summit, Argentina’s Commitments, 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/522967/Argentina.pd
f  
59 Boletín Oficial de la República Argentina, Executive Order Nº 202/2017, 
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/160466/20170322?busqueda=1  

https://www.argentina.gob.ar/noticias/mexico-y-argentina-presentaron-sus-plataformas-para-el-desarrollo-de-integridad-en-empresas
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/noticias/mexico-y-argentina-presentaron-sus-plataformas-para-el-desarrollo-de-integridad-en-empresas
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/sites/default/files/lineamientos_para_la_implementacion.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/522967/Argentina.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/522967/Argentina.pdf
https://www.boletinoficial.gob.ar/detalleAviso/primera/160466/20170322?busqueda=1
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that could constitute an apparent conflict of interest. In a first step, anyone who wants to contract 

with the state must submit a "Sworn Declaration of Interests" to make transparent any link with 

members of higher government authorities. If the declaration of interests suggests the existence of 

any links, Executive Order 202/2017 mandates that the contracting agency must use one of the 

following mechanisms to manage the conflict of interests: 1) signing an integrity pact – a formal 

transparency, ethics and integrity agreement 2) appointing social witnesses 3) enabling special 

oversight by a control agency, or 4) holding a public hearing. 

According to the answers given by the Anti-Corruption Office to our request for access to public 

information for this report, 48 declarations of interests were submitted to the Anti-Corruption Office 

between November 2018 and April 2022 by people wanting to enter contracts with the state.60 The 

list of declarations of interest that reported any of the links specified in Decree 202/2017 is published 

on the Anti-Corruption Office website.61 

Regarding the mechanisms included in the executive order, the Anti-Corruption Office does not 

publish every step of the procedures on its website. When asked about the procedures in a public 

information request for this report, the Anti-Corruption Office gave no response. In an interview, it 

stated that “the most frequently used mechanisms were special oversight by control agencies and 

signing of integrity pacts”. There is no evidence as to how often the different kinds of mechanism 

were used.  

We therefore consider this commitment only partially fulfilled. 

Challenges to effective commitment implementation 

 

The executive order does not distinguish between the different mechanisms and when to use 

them. This has resulted in only a few instances where mechanisms that include citizen 

participation have been used. In addition, the integrity pact mechanism often translates into the 

mere signing of a "declaration of integrity" that may not have the intended effect. 

There is a lack of transparency over the rules and procedure manuals for the different 

mechanisms, as well as over which procedures are carried out after the declarations of interest 

were received. This creates a lack of traceability for civil society, journalists and citizens when 

monitoring the proposed mechanisms to hold the government accountable. 

Opportunities to accelerate commitment implementation 

 

Argentina could benefit from the experience of the OECD as a global anti-corruption and integrity 

standard-setter, and from the OECD Guidelines for Managing Conflict of Interest in the Public 

Service.62 The government could seek support to improve Argentina’s approach for managing 

conflicts of interest by mapping areas and positions of risk within the public service.  

Recommendations 

 

 Improve the visibility of declarations of interest published on the Anti-Corruption Office 
website, which are currently difficult to find. Rearrange the order in which they are listed, as 

 
60 See Annex 9. 
61 Argentinian Republic, List of Informed Cases, https://www.argentina.gob.ar/anticorrupcion/prevencion/decretos-
intereses/casos-informados 
62 OECD, Recommendation of the Council on OECD Guidelines for Managing Conflict of Interest in the Public Service, 
https://legalinstruments.oecd.org/en/instruments/OECD-LEGAL-0316  

https://www.argentina.gob.ar/anticorrupcion/prevencion/decretos-intereses/casos-informados
https://www.argentina.gob.ar/anticorrupcion/prevencion/decretos-intereses/casos-informados
https://legalinstruments.oecd.org/en/instruments/OECD-LEGAL-0316
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the oldest declarations are positioned first and the more recent ones later, resulting in the 
better availability of increasingly outdated information.  

 Train public officials and private-sector actors contracting with the state in how to complete 
the "Sworn Declaration of Interests". The Anti-Corruption Office should give guidance and 
offer training material to the parties involved. 

 Publish the rules and procedures manual for each of the mechanisms specified in the 
executive order, in every case that requires their use. 

 Publish the steps carried out by the Anti-Corruption Office after submission of the 
declaration, so it is clear which mechanism was chosen and why. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Improve the implementation of existing commitments. 

11. Reintroduce public-private partnership contracting: Public-private partnership 
contracting is a modality that has been highly recommended by international organisations 
such as the World Bank and the OECD. The government should also establish a regulation 
for the High-Level Reporting mechanism and include the mechanism in bid specification 
documents.  
 

12. Make registration in the Registry of Integrity and Transparency for Companies and 
Entities (RITE) mandatory for companies and include a verification mechanism for the 
information they provide. 
 

13. Improve the visibility of declarations of interest published on the Anti-Corruption Office 
website. 
 

14. Publish the rules and procedure manuals for the management of apparent conflicts of 
interest in state contracting. In addition, publish steps in the procedures carried out after the 
submission of a declaration of interests, to ensure transparency over which mechanism was 
chosen and why. 
 

15. Train public officials and private-sector actors contracting with the state in how to 
complete the "Sworn Declaration of Interests". The Anti-Corruption Office should give 
guidance and offer training material to the parties involved. 

 

Make new commitments to close existing anti-corruption gaps 

Within the framework of a new Public Ethics Bill, the Anti-Corruption Agency should: 

16. Increase citizen participation in the management of conflicts of interest 
Currently the most used mechanisms are integrity pacts or special oversight by control 
agencies, in which the Anti-Corruption Office carries out the control procedure. In order to 
promote citizen participation, a new executive order should make mandatory the other two 
available mechanisms – participation of social witnesses, and public hearings. 
 

17. Create a whistleblower protection programme 
The government should develop and manage a programme for whistleblowers, witnesses 
and victims of crimes against the public administration. The programme should offer 
whistleblowers advice regarding the judicial process; physical protection and psychological 
support. It should also develop action protocols for whistleblowers, covering all the 
preventive measures the programme provides. 
 

18. Develop a public integrity policy with a clear definition of “integrity” 
The public integrity policy should define integrity as a set of actions, mechanisms and 
procedures aimed at preventing, detecting and correcting irregularities that may lead to acts 
of corruption within different state agencies, whatever their level or hierarchy. This policy 
must be based on four pillars:  

 ethical exercise of public functions 
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 transparency and maximum disclosure of acts of the public 
administration 

 participation and social control of public management 

 accountability.  
In addition, the policy should include actions, mechanisms and procedures that take into 

account the entire anti-corruption value chain: prevention, detection, investigation, sanction, 

recovery and repair of the damage caused. 

 

19. Maximise transparency and disclosure of declarations of interests  
Declarations of interest allow detection and prevention of conflicts between the public and 
private interests (such as personal, professional, commercial or financial interests). All 
information held by public bodies should be transparent and accessible. Declarations of 
interest should be available to the public via the Anti-Corruption Office website using open 
data standards. 
 

20. Develop a sanctions regime for breaches of public ethics regulations 
The law enforcement authority should have the right to enact sanctions against agents and 
public officials who breach the law of public ethics and the related regulations. Currently 
each hierarchical authority follows different disciplinary procedures which are rarely 
administered within the permitted timeframe.  
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ANNEX 1: LIST OF INTERVIEWEES  

Persons interviewed during the commitment monitoring – Buenos Aires, Argentina, May-
August 2022. Poder Ciudadano contacted interviewees by public information request and 
email. 
 

 Position Organisation 
1 Director of Transparency Policy 

Planning 
Anti-Corruption Office 
 

2 Director of Legal Affairs Anti-Corruption Office 
3 Administrative Management 

Secretary 
Ministry of Public Infrastructure 
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ANNEX 2: RESPONSE TO PUBLIC 
INFORMATION REQUEST I 
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ANNEX 3: DECREE 202/17  
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ANNEX 4: MEETING MINUTES 
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ANNEX 5: PROPOSED 
MODIFICATIONS TO PUBLIC 
ETHICS BILL 
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ANNEX 6: RESPONSE TO PUBLIC 
INFORMATION REQUEST II 
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ANNEX 7: RESPONSE TO PUBLIC 
INFORMATION REQUEST III 
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ANNEX 8: RESPONSE TO PUBLIC 
INFORMATION REQUEST IV 
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ANNEX 9: RESPONSE TO PUBLIC INFORMATION 
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Contact us! 

 

iaccmonitor@transparency.org 

www.iaccmonitor.org 

Engage 

Follow us, share your views and help us shape 

the IACC agenda 

facebook.com/InternationalAntiCorruptionConf

erence 

twitter.com/IACCseries 

 

 


